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T. N. Srinivasan has vmtten profusely, and profoundly, on both development 

economics and on intemational trade: So, I ~ould offer him my tribute by writing on 

either, But T. N. will appreciate, as the no-nonsense economist of integrity he has always 

been, that I must follow my comparative advantage and choose to v.-Tite en trade. That I 

do today, tackling a question of immense topicalíty and great policy concem: to wit, and 

to put it strikingly, the effect of trade with poor countries on the peor in the rich countries. 

Indeed. the prolonged decline in real wages of our unskilled workers, and the 

widely-shared sense that crystallised during the national debate over NAFTA that tráde 

with Mexico would harm our workers, have produced arguably the most animated, and 

politically salient, debate among economists on the ,:¡uestion: does trade with the poor 

countries immiserize our unskilled workers? 1 

Y et, despite the immense number of academic analyses, confusion reigns and 

general pessimism prevails. I propase here to remove the confusion and to reach a more 

optimistic conclusion. 

l. Two Diffe:-ent Questions 

In doing so1 I first note that, as Deardorff and Hakura (1994) and Bhagwati and 

Dehejia (1994) noted earlier, the question posed is ambiguous.2 Different questions must 

be distinguished, each appearing at first blush to be like the other while being quite 

distinct with different answers. In particular, I distínguish betvleen. two questions, both of 

1 In my view, this issue was created by NAFTA because bilateral crade agreemcnts ínevitably lead to a 
focus on the characteristics ofproducts, endowments, governance etc. ofthe specific country with whom 
you are aegotiating, Mexico being impoverished. with illegal workers streaming across the Rio Grande, it 
was inevitable that objecrions would arise as to how freer trade would indireccly hurt our workers the way 
illegal immigration from Mexico was allegedly doing. By coritrast, there were no such questions raised vis
a-vis the Uruguay Round because the multilateral rrade negotiations were with severa! countries, both rich 
and poor, and it would have therefore been simply absurd for anyone ro object to them by raising the red 
ílag over che implications of trade with countrles such as lndi,1 where there are even more poor than in 
Mexicol l have discussed this dovmside of regionalism. and more generally of PT As (preferential rrade 
agreements), in che c:ourse of discussing ?resident Clinton's failure to secure fast-track authority from 
Congress, in" Think big, Mr Clinton", Ibe Financia! Times, Tuescay, November 25, l 997. 

2 These essays appeared in thc volurne edited by Bhagwaci and Kosters ( l 994). 
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ímportance and each corresponding in sorne way to what seems to agitate policymakers in 

sorne vague, if not inchoate, fashion. As it happens, I argue that the answer to each 

question, fer different reasons, is not as alarming as in the popular perception of the threat 

from trade (with poor countries) to our workers. 

Question 1: lf the rich countries (the North hereafter) ~ere to liberalize their 

trade with the poor countries (the South hereafter), fil: if the South were to liberalize 

its trade with the North, e.g. as NAFTA did for the US snd Mexico, tben would this 

reduce the real wages ofworken in the Nortb?3 

· Ouestion2: Can the observed cbanges in real wages in the North be explsined 

by ch~nges in trade (opportunities) coming from the South rather than ',tactors 

interna! co the North? 

As I will presently argue, Question 1 focuses exclusively on trade liberali.zation in 

the South and/or in the North and their consequences for the real wages in the North. By 

contrast. Question 2 contrasts the cffocts on real wagcs in thc thc Nonh as a rcsult of all 

factors (that would not be confined then to trade liberalization alone but extend also to 

technical change and factor accumulation): these factors would then be grouped into 

those coming from the South and those coming from within the North, and interacting 

via trade. 

In both cases, however, my answers are comforting rather than pessimistic. In 

each case, there are two steps involved in linking trade with real wages. Th_e first stcp is 

to assert that the (relative) prices of labour-intensive goods have fallen within the North 

because of trade. Toe second step is then to argue that therefore, as in the Stolper• 

Samuelson (SS) theorem, the real wages of Iabour have fallen in the North. For Question 

1 ~ I show below (in the stylized 2x2 model) that step 1 certainly holds. But step 2, 

involving the empirical applicability of the SS theorem, is open to serious objections and 

the effect on real wages of al! factors, including lab<n1r, could well be favourable. 
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Therefore one may well be optimistic qn Ute impact of trade on real wages if the 

empirical relevance of the SS theorem is denied. As for the answer to Question 2. the 

answer I give below is decidedly optimistic in the sense that the first step itself cannot be 

taken: changes emanating from the South. in their tótality (as distinct from merely trade 

liberalization in che South), will likely raise rather than reduce the prices of labour

intensive goods, ceteris paribus.4 

II . Ouestion l: The " Exclusivelv Trade Liberalization'~ Question 

This question refers to the effects of trade liberalization. whether in the South or 

in the North (vis-a-vis each other), on real wages of workers in the Nonh. Thus. in a 

stylised 2x2 model where the South exports the (un:>killed-)Iabour-int_ensive good Y 

while the North exports the capital•intcnsive good X, thc answc: to this qucstion is 

straightf orward. 

In Figure 1, depicting the offer curves of the South and the North, with tariffs in 

each region leading to the tariff-ridden offer curves intersecting at Q, consider trade 

liberalization by South. This shifts its offer curve to OS' and the new trade equilibrium to 

R. Clearly, the trade liberalization will increase the supply of exports from the South at 

every relative goods price (i.e. tenns oftrade) and will reduce the world price of the 

labour-iritensive good Y and hence, given any tariff in the North, also the do;nestic price 

of Y in the N orth. 

If, however, the North liberalizes its trade, ON shifts to ON' while OS is 

unchanged, leading to trade equilibriurn at Z. But while thls raises the world price of th~ 

J [f wages are inflexio!e downwards, then unemployment would increase instead of wages falling, The 
fonner is assumeá generally to ha¡,pen in the US. che laner in Europe. 
~ Ofcourse, ifyou believe that the SS theorem does not apply, so that the terms oftrade improvement 
implied by falling world prices of !abour-intensive goods wilt improve both nationaJ income and the real 
wage of labour, then a rise in the price of these goods is not a cause for celebration! The conclusion in the 
cext is therefore comforting only ifyou be!ieve in the stra11glehold ofthe SS theorem on reality. 



labour-intensive good Y, its domestic price will fall in the North (unless the Metzler 

paradox obtains, so we must rule it out). 

Figure 1 

Y (L-int.) . 

N N ' 

4 

Thus, whether the trade liberalization occurs in the South ar the N orth, we can 

expect it to lead to a fall in the domestic price of the labour-intensive good Y in the 

North. Hence, it inevitably sets the stage far the Stolper-Samuelson (SS) theorem. 

If SS reign.s, the fall in the domestic price of the labour-intensive good Y will le~d 

to a fall in the real wage of labour in the North. Thus, while the first step in the argument 

linking trade liberalization to decline in our real wages, yg a fall in the price of labour

intensive goods! is theore.ticallv satisfied (though, as argued in the next section! the 

stylized facts show that the prices of labour-intensive goods, whose behaviour must 

reflect not ju.st the trade liberalization we are discussing presently, actually rose slightly 

-: instead in the period when real wages declined), we still have to ensure that the second 

_step, the applicability of the SS theorem. can also be taken. 

But then we must recall that the SS theorcm cannot be regarded as necessarily 

defining the empirical reality. In fact; the theorem became well known precisely becJus~ 
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it sirnply established a oossibilítv when no one thought it possible to do so. In panicular. 

these distinguished authors managed to show that, under certain restrictive conditions. 

one could indeed infer an unambíguous effect en reai wages from a change in the goods 

prices. Until SS did so, it was generally believed t.hat, while nominal wages would fall 

fer workers intensively employed in the good whose price had fallen, the effect on real 

wages was ambiguous: it would depend on the consumption panern of the workers since 

a faU in the nominal wage could be offset by a preterence in consuming the good whose 

price had fallen. Toe SS result, by showing that (given their model and its assumptions) 

we did not need to know what consumer prefercnces wcre to infer the impact on real 

wages, becarne a theoretical curiosum, as it were; few regarded itas an inevitable 

empirical reality or even _as capturing a central tendency. Today, h~wever, in a supreme 

irony, it seems as if it is regarded as our inescapable fate. 

And that is a singular mistake. Fer, as discussed extensively in Bhagwati and 

Dehejia (1994), we must recognize that specialization in production will mean that, 

instead of one factor being hurt while the other benefits from the change in the goods 

price as in the SS case, both (of the two) factors will benefit from the price fall. Scale 

economies can also do this. Improvement in overall efficiency following trade 

competition can do it too, In fact, these "lift-all-boats'' effects can kill the SS 

·'redistributive" effect. As it happens, the calculations of Brown, Deardorff and Stern 

( 1993 ), with the aid of their well-known computable Michigan model during the NAFTA 

debate, allowíng for the restrictive SS conditions not to be fully met, showe_d a real wage 

-imarovement for American workers from NAFTA. So, the asserted link between trade 

an.d real wage decline, as precisely postulated here, breaks dovm; the SS theorem, whose 

applicability is not inevitable or in my judgment even likely, ·is then not the dagger aimed 

surely at our workers' jugulars! 

I might add that there is nothing in what I have said abo.ve about the Factor Price 

Equalization (FPE) theorem. The FPE theorem requires a great deal of added baggage: 

structure must be put on the South so as to make, for instance, its production functions 
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identicaJ to. those of the North, to rule out factor intensicy reversals, to assume identity of 

tastes across counties. Indeed, many of these assumptions are unrealistic (e.g. we know 

from the work in the l 960s by Minhas, A.rrow-Chenery-Minhas-Solow that factor 

intensíty reversals are not merely possib!e, since estimated CES production functions 

have different cross-sector elasticities, but also likely because endomn~nts lie on 

different sides of the factor•intensity•crossover poínt), But that is no cause for concem. 

of course, unless we also wish explain what is happening in the South as a result of trade 

liberaJization: All we need to do, in explaining the past and future link between trade 

(with the South) on the real wages of the unskilled in the North is to start from the fact 

that the South is a net exponer of labour-intensive goods and then to examine the effects 

of trade liberalization,.as we have done, on goods priccs in the North and thcrefrom on 

the real wages in the North. That is just what 1 have done here. 

·rrr. Ouestion 2: Toe~otal Trade" Ouestion 

But then let me ask the altogether different Question 2, distinguished above, 

which relates to whether a shift in tbe offer curve of the South, arising from the totalíty of 

all reievant factors such as factor accumulation and not merely trade liberalization, can 

explain the decline in real wages in the North. · Again, we would have to argue that this 

shift leads to a decline in the average world prices of labour-intensive goods, by 

augmenting their supplies (i.e., the offer curve shifts outwards), and then .again vía the SS 

theorem to a decline in real wages. The second SS step runs into the same difficulties as 

with Question 1 in the preceding section. But so does the first step now, because we must 

now reckon \Vith factors such as capital accumulation and technical change as well, as I 

demonstrate presentiy. 

The analysis of what happens to the offer curve of the South, as a result of severa! 

factors distinguished below, explains why the offer curve wiil not necessariiy shift 

outwards so as to push down, ceteris oaribus, the p1ices of labour-intensive goods ín 

world trade (and hence be the cause of the declining wages in the North by triggering rhe 

= 
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SS theorem), but in fact C3.ll be expected to have exhibited the opposite tendency of 

reducing the overall excess supplies of labour-intensive goods and hence led to a rise in 

their prices instead, as seems to have happened. It also explains a number of other 

stylised facts. I show this now, first by stating the stylised facts, and then developing the 

shift-of-the-offer-curve explanation. 

(i) St):lised Facts: A number of stylised facts.have emerged in the empirical 

studies spáwned by the trade-and-wages debate: 

• Toe most important fact is evidently the behaviour of the prices of labour

intensive goods in world trade, and in the US, fell in the 1970s but (slightly) 

rose in the l 980s and early l 990s. The latter phenomenon is now conceded by 

all serious scholars, including the early skeptics such as the world ciass 

econometrician and trade economist Ed Leamer who has done a considerable 

amount of careful empirical work on the subject. 5 

• However, in an eyescan ~'refutation" of the SS theorem, US real wages (of 

unskilled wo_rkers), defined first as Hcompensation per worker,' and next as the 

less saúsfactory ••average hourly earnings, continued to rise during the l 970s 

while they fell by the latter measure and their rise was seriously moderated by 

the former measure , during the l 980s and eariy l 990s (Figure 2). 

5 The only exception ís provided by Sachs and Wame~ ( l 994) in the in-house jow-nal of the Brookings 
Institution. However, their evidence to the contrary is not compel!ing in view of their regression fa¡ ling to 
meet the requisite standards of statistical significance. E ven then, these authors get their insignlftcam 
regression to show only a slight fall in the prices of labour- intensive goods and that too by exc!uding 
computers without plausible justification. 
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• The wage differential between unskilled and skilled workers has risen noc jusc 

in the US and other OECD countries, but also in sorne other countries. e.g .. in 

Chile, Uruguay> Colombia, Costa Rica and Mexico in the last decade.6 

Trade in [abour-intensive manufactures of the peor countries has not been a story 

of al! these countries becoming ever more exporters of such manufactures. Ovér time. 

per capita incomes grow more rapidly in sorne (e.g. East Asia in the l 970s and l 980s) as 

against ether countries. The former subset of peor countries then become net importers 

of labour-intensive manufactures themselves so that the net exports of the poor-countries 

~ ( constituted by the two subsets of countries taken together) to the group of rich 

countries grow less dramatically than many fear due to their erron.eous assumption that 

each peor country will become an increasing supplier of labour-intensive manufactures to 

the rich countries, leading to an avalanche of exports. Intemational economists, among 

whom the late Bela Balassa deserves pride of place, have long Wlderstood this 

phenemenon empirically, calling it the phenomenon of ••tadders of comparative 

advantage. 

This,. more comforting picture ls exactly what Ross Garnaut ( 1996) ~f ANU has 

[Continue] 

6 See Robbíns ( 1996). 
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shown in figure 3. There, the , 970s witness East Asia steadily inereas1ng net 

exports of 1abour-intensive manufactures while Japan reduces them. The same 

pattern repeats itself in the 1980-1994 period when East Asian (NIE) net exports 

decline from over , 0% of wond trade in labour-intensive manufactures to nearly zero 

while China goes almost in a crossing diagonal from around 2% to ovar 14%, the 

difference between the two leaving greatly reduced the net impact on what Garnaut 

cal ls the "old industrial countries" on the. average.This is, of .co~rse, what l just 

recalled as tha "ladder of comparativa advantage" and countries cllmb up en it with 

growing per capita incomes. 

(ii) Aoalysjs: These stylized facts can be explained, and their underlying 

causes understood, by returning to the offer curve analysis. E:ssentially, 1 plan to 

answer Question 2 at the outset by analyzing lmmediately how South's offer cvrve 

would shift, as a result of various reasons such as capital accumulation. [ In the·final 

Section IV1 1 will then go on. to discuss the corresponding shifts in North's offer cu1v1e 

as well, for identical reascns, seeking to enaet the whole story of what happened in 

the reeent period.] 

The underlying changes that shift each offer curve ara claarly: (1) capital and 

labour accumulation; (2) tachnical change and (3) trade liberali2ation. 1 Considar 

each of the three factors in turn. 

(1} When capital and labour accumulate at ·the sama rata (say, x¾), the offer 

curve will obviously ex,pand outwards by an identical rate. But if capital accumulates 

mora rapidly (say, at y%), then we have to account for the effect of that extra non

uniform expansíon of capital ((y-x)%). 

' 1 say "trade liberalization" instead of the more gene·nc "trada policy ohange• beeause we nave been 
witnesslng liberallzatlon ratner than growth of trade barriers in ~he last f ew deeades. 



This lattar effect, which intemational economists call the Rybczynski etfect, 

reduces the excess supply of tha labourMintensive good Y . lt will thus ~ntract ar 

shrink the offer curve. 

The nat effect of factor accumulation will the11 depend on the re!ative strength 

of these two effects. But evidently, if capital accumulation is considerable, as it has 
; 

been in East Asia for over two decades2 , that could well be a cause of their offer 

curve exhibiting a shrinking of their production of labour•intensive goods and th.eir 

withdrawal from exports of such goods in world markets. 

(2) lf technical change is occurring and is contributing to the expanding per 

capita incomes as well, we can generally exped it to be cccurring faster in the 

modern industries that use human and conventional capital intensively. In that case, 

one can expect again a pull of resourees away from the labour-intensive industries 

towards tha production of the progressive industries, thus contributing to a gec;line or 

· shrinking of the South's offer curve rather than to its further outward axpansion.3 

(3)Trada liberalization, on the othar hand. will exgand the otter curve, as 

already discussed in analyzing Questlon 1 .♦ 

Hence, there are two factors (trade liberalization and uniform expansion of ali 

factors of produetlon) which push the South's CJffer curve out, and two factors 

(beyond-uniform accumulation of capital and technical changa) which would pull it 

in. Ver¡ likely, the former two factors were more important than the lattar two in the 

~ ln f act, tne East Asian "miracle" has been preclsaly in the ~mlraculous· investment rates that these 
countries chalked up, as I have argued in Bhagwati (1996). 

~ Thís tendency is conclusive when the technical prograss is Hicl<s-neutra! but may not be so decisive 
· it it is biased. 

'I might add that import protacti0n could, as amphasized by Paul Kru9man in hls elassic wor'r<, lead to 
_ export promotion eventually. This ~ssibility is being i9nored. 
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i 970s whe n the oil shock had gene rally depres:sed growth ratas of per ca pita 

incomes in many developing countries while trade liberalizat!on continued only ata 

moderate pace. From early to mid-1980s through 1990s, however, the growth rates 

in daveloping countries were generally more robust, with the huge East Asían 

growth rates continuing more or less, while the "miraclen spread to other countries in 

Asia westwards. 1 would expaet therefore that in the 1970s, comparad to the later 

period, the. expansion of the South's offer curva would be greater, and hence the . 

downward pressure on the prices of labour-intensive goods, ceterjs r;iarjbus. would 

be lass. In fact, my styllzed view, which I develop shortly, is that the later period 

actually saw a shrjnkioa of the net, group otter curve of the South due to thess 

effects, leading to a crjce risa of labour-inetnsive goods, and that the moderately 

waoded guantjtjtes of tradé daspite that is to be attributed te a simultaneous 

outward shift in tha greup offer curve of the North as its demand for imports of labour

intensiva goods rose fer the same reasons operating in the North. 

Given the asymmetrles I have just argued fer tha South between the two 

periods, tha 1970s and later, it is then not surprising that the stylized facts on prices 

of labour-intensive goods show that th~ 1970s wltnessed a fall in them whereas 

there is a reverse behaviour in the !atar period. 

Furthermore, if capital accumulation is a majar factor in sorne Southern 

countries, ene should also expect the "ladder" phenomenon that Garnaut has 

documented (Figure 3). And if conventional capital is a complement to skille_d labour 

but a substitute for unskilled labour, the accumulatlon of capital wou.ld generally tend 

to widen the diffarential in reward ln favour of skilled labour, as has happened in 

some of the better-performing countries.5 

5This statement about the wage dit!erential means, of course, that we depan from the 2x2 
struc:ure on fac:tors and goods. But nothlng quali1ative that was derived within that framework needs 
to be mod!fied. · · 
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1 + 
To recapitulate the main conc:lusion, therefora, the analysis of the tactors that 

. . 
shift the South's offer curve shows that changes in trade with the poor countries, 

· which arise from the tQ1a)lty .o.f chaO,Qes coming frorn them, can be plausibly argued 

~ to have been, in the recent period and on balance, benign as far as the fear of falling 

(average) world prices of labour-intensive goods is concerned. And if we then 

expect these forces to continua operating, with rapid growth diffusing through the 

. develC?ping worfd as broad economic reforms take root, then w~ can well expect that 

the future wíll also be benign. 

Thus, the answer to Qu~stion 2, posed abov_e , is essentially benign.The 

picture is dramatically different from the one we get (as when we discuss Question 

1) if we focus exclusively en trade liberalizatlon by the developing countriese : a 

process whlch, in any case, is spread out over tima in most cases and therefore not 

likely to outweigh at any time the effect of rapid growth ra~es. 

lV.The EuJlStQ~: 

To grasp fully what happened in the recent period, however, we need to bring 

in1o the analysis also the shift in tha North's offer cuNe, ar!sing from the same 

constellation of causes that were discussed ln relation to -the South's offer curve. 

When this is done, we confrom an interesting contrast: the factors that wori<ed 

to reduce ths supply of labour•intensive goods from the South worl< in reverse far 

the North's offer curve slnce it Lmooas labour-lntensive goods. Hence, ali factors 

º The ditfetence ls In tM first step of the two-step argurnentation outlined above: the prices of 
labour•lntensive goods may now be expected to rise, ratt'ler than fati, once factora other tnan trade 
liberalization are taken into aecount 
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tend to increase the demand by tha North for labour-intensive goods, reinforcing the 

upward pressure on the prices of labour-intensive goods that come from the South 

itself. 

(1) Thus, white uniform expans¡on of factor supply will push out the North's 

offer curve, capital accumu lation beyond that will reduce the output of labour

intensive goods and thus reduce their net supply and increase import demand, thus 

reinforcing the outward shift in the otfer curve. 

(2) A similar result would follow from technical change eoncentrated in the 

capita l-intensive industries, disallowing complexities that can follow from _biased 

technical changa. 

(3) And trade liberalization, of course, will shift the offer curve out also. 

So, wa have then a situation where ali factors tend to reinforce ene another, 

raising·the demand for imports of labour-intensive goods and hence. cetsrjs paribus. 

raising their wor1d prices. Associated with this, there would also be axpanded trade 

vo lumes. We would thus observe lncreasing "import penetration ratios .. in the import

competing industries of the North: as, in fact, we have done. [Note that this outcome 

\s a result of purely domestic factors, and is not to be attributed to an exogenous 

increase in export suppiies originating from the South.ln fact, as I argued above, my 

informed guess is that the export supplies from the South shrank, not rose, in the 

post-1980s period.J The wor!d prices of !abour-intensive goods would then be 

sxpected to rise with the North's increased demand fer them, as in fact they have 

done.1 

lnsofar as these shifts In the two offer curves, one (far the South). shrinking 

and the other (fer the North} expanding, translate into increased domestic prices far 

1 So would the domestie prices of the labOur-intensive 901:>ds in the North, except when the cause 01 

the change is trade liberalization by the North (as discussed in the analysis of Question 1 ). 
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the labour•intensive goods and in tha quantitities traded, we are left with the 

question: what can we say about the accompanying effects on the real wages of 

unskilled !abour in the North? 

Clearly, if we ask a <;eteris ~gribus question, namely what is the sffect of the 

shift in the South's offer curve on real wages in the North, then that has to be (it the 

SS theorem holds): positiva. For that leads to a rise in the prices ot labour-intensive 

goods, n(?t .a fall. lf we bring both shifts into tha picture, and look for a total answer, 

then clearly the ansxwer has to be: the factors underlying the North's expanding 

demand fer labaur-intensive imports may have reduced the real wages of labour, 

ceteris paribus, but that fall will have been rooderat~ by the effect of tha exogenous 

shift in the South's offer curve. In shof'.l, 1 would maintain that the answer to Questicn 

2 that I posad above Is: trade wltl'l the South has moderated the adverse 

lmpact,such as may be from technical change, on real wages In the 

North. 

To recapjtulate, the substance of my argument, lf I was asked then to put the 

most plausible story together from the previous analyses of the shifts ¡~ the South's 

and the North's otter curves, it would be as follows, basad on a simultanaous shift in 

the offer curves of the South and the No.rth (as in Figure , where we go from an 

initlal trade ec;uilibrium trade at Q to V where both the shifted c~rves ON' and os· 
now lntersect): 

~ Ongoing changas in capital accumulation and technical change, working 

alongside and offsetting the effects ot trade liberaHzation, ara likely to ·have been 

predominant in the worl~ economy, causing a mildly upward, instead of a 

substantial downward1 shift in the average, world prlces of labour-intensive 

man uf actu res . 

.. The net effect of these forces has also been to raise the domestic prices of 

l~bour-intensive manufactures in the North as well. 

.,,_ 
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* lnsofar as only the factors operating within the South, and attscting its offer 

curve {i.e. the "trade opportunlties" the South offers us or, in popular imaginatian, 

threatens us with), are considered, my conclusion is that they likely have been, en 

balance, increasing the average prices of labour-intensive goods in world trade 

during the years when real wages have fallen in the North. 

• lf therefora the SS theorem is invokad, these changes exogenously 

emanating trom the South can~ot be responsible fo~ the decline in the real wages in 

the North: thay push the goods prices in the wrong direction. 

* But the overall increase in the world prices of labour-intensive manufactures· 

also reflects shifts away frcm the production of labour•intensive goods in the North 

due to endogenous factors such as capital accumulation and technical changa. By 

adding (as argued above) to the deterioration in the North's terms of trade that the 

exogenous shrinking of the South's supply of labour-intensive exports entails, they 

further reduce the primary gain in income that these per capita-income-augmenting 

fundamentals imply. 

* Whatever thé effect en real wages in the North of the fundamental factors 

underlying the shitts in import demands for labour-inbtensive goods in the North 

itself, however, there is no way we could argue that the forc:es shifting the export 

supplies from the South have added an adversa effect to them. Rather, they have· 

made the real wages bettar than they would have, if the SS tneorem holds, since the 

~erjs garibys effect of trade with the South will have been to improve the real 

wages in the North since it will have raised, not lowered, the traded prlces of labour• 

intensiva goods. 

1 thinl< that 1his conc!usion is pretty plausible. lt puts me on the slde of those 

who deplora the usual declamatlo_ns against glob;alizaticn on the ground that trade 

with poor countries hurts our workers. Sut it puts me right at the edge of that group 

since tne most that they have said, in ways ttiat I am not enthusiastic about 
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analytlcally, is that the adversa effect is small or aven negllgible. 1 actua!ly say that it 

is favourable, not adversa! And I expect it to remain so in the foreseeable future. 

So, 1 claim the distinction of counting myself out of the "consansus'' that is 

often asserted in Washington, especially in the think tanks distinguished by their 

armour ratner than by their grey calls, and even in tha Bretton Woods institutions that 

seek amiably-agraad views, that economists "believe" that the adverse effect of 

trade on real wages is around 10-20% or 1 5-20%. 

This was the range that Dani R_odrik recently 1ncluded in his alarmrst pamphlet 

on Globalization for the lnstituta for lnternational Economics; it also is to be found in 

an IMF pamphlet reportad on in Jbe Ecooo~. The former was based on negli9ible 

work; the latter simply averaged, under instruc:ions, ali empirical studies on the 

subject and ignored the fact that, In sclence, the average of good and bad is bad. lf l 

am wrong. it will not ba because of these forgettabla contributions but becausa of 

the ·fault lines in my own argumentation. However, 1 hope to stand, alone ior now, 

• but not lonely for long. 

UNIVE?.SID~D DE SM~ t.l~DRES 
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